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STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This is an appeal on an order of the lower court

sustaining the demurrer and denying the petition for

a writ of habeas corpus, sued out upon behalf of

Wong Lim, claiming that he is a citizen of the United

States, he being the foreign born son of a native bom
citizen of the United States and partaking of his

father's citizenship by Section 1993 of the revised

statutes.

The petition for a writ is found in T. R. pages 2-9;

order to show cause is found T. R. page 10; the

demurrer to the petition of the Government is found

T. R. page 11. On page 11 is a record of the hearing

wherein it appears that by stipulation the entire



immigration records were filed and made part of the

petition. The ease was denied on T. R. page 13. The

petition for appeal is found T. R. page 13; the peti-

tion for appeal is in T. R. pages 14 and 15, and the

assignment of errors T. R. pages 15, 16 and 17. The

order transmitting the original immigration exhibits

to this court is found in T. R. page 15. Citation on

appeal T. R. pages 20-21. The ground of relief for

judicial intervention is set foi-th on T. R. page 4:

"But, on the contrary, vour petitioner alleges

upon his information and belief that the hearing
and proceedings had herein, and of the said

Board of Special Inquiry, and the action of the

said Secretary was and is in excess of the author-
ity committed to them by the said rules and regu-
lations and by said statutes, and that the denial

of the said application of the said detained to

enter the United States as the son of a native-

boni citizen thereof was and is an abuse of the

authority committed to them by the said statutes

in each of the following particulars hereinafter

set forth."

Of course, the action of the immigration authorities

is final but that is conditioned upon their according

a fair hearing. If the hearing was not fair then

there is no final decision. The departmental regula-

tions made by the Commissioner-General of Immigra-

tion and approved by the Secretary of Labor provide

that the hearing must be fair and the immigration

authorities cannot with impunity conduct a hearing

which is violative thereof.

The facts of this case are best ascertained from the

copy of the brief filed for the appellant at Washing-

ton by his representative there, Roger O'Donnell, who

was for many years the head clerk of the Department



of Labor and who is thoroughly conversant with ex-

isting conditions in the immigration service. His

brief is as follows

:

BRIEF FOR THE APPELLANT.
Jan. 17, 1928.

Roger O'Doxnell, attorney for the above-

named appellant, appears hi his behalf and sub-

mits, in support of his appeal, the following brief,

argument and motion, to-wit:

Statement of the Case.

Tlie a]^plieant gives as the date of his birth (in

China) a date the English e()uivalent of which is

January 16, 1909. Accordingly, therefore, he is

now nineteen years of age. He claims, and the

supporting testimony goes to show, that he is one
of several sons who were bom to his father, Wong
Fook Guey, two of said brothers having already

been admitted to this country. One of these

brothers (Wong Chue) was exanuned on behalf

of the applicant, at Calexico, California; and the

other (Wong Quan) was examined simultaneous-

ly, at Chicar>-o. IlUnois. Two sons of the first-

mentioned brother also testified, first at Angel
Island, and later at the places of their residence

in this country.

Wong Fook Cniey, chiimed father of the ap-

plicant, is shown to haA^e died in California in the

year 1920, a certified copy of the mortuary I'ecord

covering him having been submitted in evidence.

It is testified that his body was ]i\fev disinterred

and, in accordance with the prevailing Chinese

custom, w^as sent to China and buried in the an-

cestral burial ground near the home village. The
question of his nativity apparently is not in issue

here, the applicant having been excluded on the

ground that he had failed to establish, to the

satisfaction of the Board of Special Inquiry, that

he was really a son of the said Wong Fook Guey.



Argument.

This applicant is shown to have arrived at the
port of San Francisco on July 8th, last, having
been questioned, preliminarily and perfunctorily,

on August 5, again (also somewhat perfunctorily)
on October 14, and, finally, on November 9, at the
conclusion of which final examination of him he
was excluded by unanimous vote of the board.

The reported cause for all of the delay which
occurred in this case was the failure of two of

the witnesses (applicant's nephews, Wong Kie Pon
and Wong Kie Ock) to appear at Angel Island
on the date scheduled for their hearing, and the

fact that, after they, their father, Wong Chue
and their uncle, Wong Quan, had been accorded
a preliminary hearing, thev left San Francisco
and proceeded to their several places of employ-
ment in this country.

The major portion of the several summaries of

board chairman Wurm is devoted to a discussion

of the difficulties that are alleged to haA^e occurred
in connection with the appearance of the mtnesses
at Angel Island; and, in that connection, he has
placed of record certain of his deductions, which
are nothing more nor less than unsupported con-

clusions on his part, to the effect that the failure

of these witnesses to put in their appearance at

Angel Island on the date scheduled for hearing
was merely a part of some nefarious scheme to

impede and frustrate justice, as was their later

departure from San Francisco before the case

had been oificiallv closed, he having inferred, in

his summary of September 8, and repeated, with
emphasis, in his final summary that the fault was
ascribable to the attorney in the case (Mr. Mc-
Gowan), the purpose thereof being that of "more
or less clouding the issue while an endeavor was
being made to become more fully posted on all

matters that might be testified to in this case

before a board of special inquirv^".

The wholly gratuitous remarks of the board

chairman in this instance and this connection I



feel disposed to pass by as having emanated from
an over-zealous and super-suspicious official, who
either could not, or would not, see the situation

in its proper light, and who. in order to cloak his

own derelictions, was willing (ever anxious) to

point the hand of suspicion at one who had done
his utmost to facilitate the hearing of the case

before the board of special inquirv but who, ow-
ing to his own inability to guess when said board
had concluded with the examination of the wit-

nesses, suffered them, after they had waited in

San Francisco for weeks, to return to their sev-

eral places of business. I think that Mr. Mc-
O^owan has shown, in a manner which should

satisfy any person those prejudices have not com-
pletely closed his eyes, that he exerted every en-

deavor to have the witnesses appear at Angel
Island on the dav set for the hearing, and to that

end had secured passes to the Island for them,

and caused such passes to be placed in their

hands. These witnesses, he shows, failed to con-

nect with the early morning boat to the Island,

although, according to their testimony and to in-

formation which has been furnished to me by
Mr. McGowan, they went over on a later boat, and
were told by someone at the Island that their

presence there on that day would not be neces-

sary. This non-appearance at the Island on
schedule time is not, however, the only matter
about which inspector Wurm complained, for he

complained, in fashion equally acrimonious, that

after they had been accorded one examination
(which, it transpired, was merely a preliminary

examination) they left San Francisco, one of

them going to Southern California, and two of

them to their places of business near Chicago;

so that, finally, it was necessary to have these

witnesses questioned at Calexico and at Chicago
respectivelv.

It is shown by Attorney McGowan, in his let-

ters of record with the case, and is also clearly

borne out by the record, that these witnesses were
not notified, nor ivas suggestion of any hind or



character made to them, that their further pres-

ence in San Francisco tvas either advisable, or

necessary, or that there was the slightest intention

on the part of the hoard to further examine them
in connection with the case. As they had left

their employment in remote parts of the country,

were in San Francisco (and. had been for weeks)
under heavy expense, and they had not been given

reason to think that their further presence there

might be desired, or jjrove to be helpful, I per-

sonally can find no fault Avhatever with their

having returned to their places of employment;
and I submit that no reasonable man can.

I might add, in the foregoing connection, that

Attorney McGow^an represented this case from
the outset; he was at all times accessible, phone,
or otherwise; and that neither the board nor any
of the staff at Angel Island, commmiicated to him
the slightest intimation that the witnesses, or any
of them, would be again called upon to testify.

Since the record was not open to Mr. McGowan's
inspection until after formal denial was entered
in the case the witnesses had not been fully ex-

amined, or that they would be again called upon
to appear and testify. The observations of the
board chairman in this connection, therefore, are
nothing more nor less than an acrimonious and
wholly unwarranted attack upon the attorney, and
it was, moreover, made in extremely poor taste.

To proceed to a consideration of the case: It

Is to be noted that the excluding decision purports
to have been based on some six or seven dis-

crepancies to be found in the testimony either as
offered in the instant case, or between present
testimony which has been offered in past reliated

cases, more particularly the cases of the two
nephews of the applicant who are witnesses,
namely, Wong Kie Pon and Wong Kie Ock.

The first of the discrepancies which the board
chairman has discussed concerns the approximate



date (year) when the applicant and his mother

moved from Jung Moon Leung Village, which is

the village of his birth, to Nom Young Village,

where the family home now is. It would appear,

from the past and present testimony of the ap-

plicant's two nephews, as well as from the testi-

mony of their father (Wong Chue), that this re-

moval took place about the year 1912. The appli-

cant, however, testified in a manner to indicate

that he and his mother did not move to Nom
Young Village until after his marriage, which
occurred in 1924. In this statement he was cor-

roborated, in a measure, by his brother Wong
Quan, who testified that when he was last in China
(1914-1915, as shown by his record) his mother
and applicant were living in Jung Moon Leung
Village, and he "guessed" that they moved to the

new village (a short distance away) some time

after the applicant was married (1924).

Note, in the foregoing connection, that nowhere
have Wong Kie Pon, Wong Kie Ock, and their

father, Wong Chue, testified that applicant Wong
Lim and his mother removed from the Jung Moon
Leung Village at the exact time that they (said

witnesses) removed therefrom to the Nom Young
Village. True, one might possibly infer, from the

general trend of their testimony in that connec-

tion, that these witnesses might have testified

that the applicant and his mother moved to the

Nom Young Village at the same time that they
did; but this inference, supposition, or what not,

was not sufficiently strong to have justified the

board chairman in putting words in their mouths

;

and he should have been governed by what they

actually testified, rather than what (he thinks)

they would have testified had his examination of

them proceeded to proper lengths. This, I take
it, the board conceived to be the more material of
all of the "discrepancies" which were developed
on the record, if it can properly be said to have
been "developed". The remaining points are mere
peccadillos, as I shall undertake to show.
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The second point of difference discussed by
Chairman Wurm is descriptive of the home vil-

lage, the applicant's testimony having, it seems,

been compared with diagrams of the Nom Young
Village which three of the witnesses undertook to

make and which constitute one of the exhibits in

the case. It is to be noted that these diagrams
themselves do not agree absolutely, and, obviously,

one or all of them is not correct ; and if the appli-

cant 's testimony is not in substantial accord with
them, the variations are greatly minimized by
the fact that the witnesses who were last in China
(Wong Kie Pon and his brother) left there in

1922, it being logical to think that certain changes
in the places or residence of certain of the in-

habitants, etc., may have taken place meantime.
The applicant refers to a hedge on one side of

the village which some of the others have failed

to mention; and he also described a small stream
(which the board chairman has dignified by des-

ignating a river) which, according to him, has its

origin at the village fish pond, which stream but
one of the others (applicant's brother Chue) men-
tioned. In this brother's diagram the "river" is

the village fish pond, the likelihood being that it

is nothing more than a drainage ditch and is dry
during a major portion of the season. To de-

nominate this a discrepancy is to draw on one's

powers of imagination to such extent as to lend
a touch of the absurd to the whole situation,

showing, as it does, that the board was merely
groping for an excuse to deny simple justice to

this applicant, who has always been referred to

as one of Wong Fook Guey's sons.

There is incidentally involved, in the foregoing
connection, certain descriptive data incident to

the Jung Moon Leung Village, to which the board
chairman has alluded only in a general way. As
some of the witnesses have not been in the Jung
Moon Leung Village for years, and the point is of

such slight importance that the exceedingly par-

ticular board chairman noticed it in passing only,
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I will not take up my time nor the Department's
time, with a citation and discussion of the par-
ticular points that are involved. It seems to be
sufficient to say that, generally, the testimony
which has been offered descriptive of the Jung
Moon [jeung Village is now in agreement, as it

has been in connection with past cases, the records

in which cases the Department now has before it.

The third objection, in the shape of a testi-

monial discrepancy, which Mr. Wurm has re-

ferred to in his summary of the testimony relates

to the names of villages which are supposed to

be in the vicinity of the applicant's present vil-

lage of Nom Young. If it were shown that the

two or three villages which the applicant and his

witnesses have mentioned as in reasonably close

proximity to the Nom Young Village have now,
and always have had, but one name, then this

point, collateral to the real issue in the case as it

is, might possibly be accorded some evidentiary

value. The names of these two or three callages,

as given by the aiDplicant, are somewhat similar

(although apparently not exactly the same) as

those mentioned by his two nephews, who, it is to

be noted, testified through different intei*preters.

As it frequently is the case that Chinese villages

have more than one name, and that different in-

terpreters may pronounce the name of a given

village differently, I fail to see how importance

can properly be ascribed to such ''discrepancy"

as is here apparent.

There are two other discrepancies discussed in

the summary of inspector Wurm, one being as to

exactly how long the applicant's brother Wong
Hong, who is now in China, has been working in

a certain store in the neighboring market place,

and the other as to whether or not there is a head-

stone on the father's gTave in China. The first

mentioned of these two discrepancies, so-called,

calls for no discussion owing to its entire lack of

importance. The other will be noticed briefly.
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The father's remains, it appears, were disin-

terred and shipped to China several years ago ; in

fact, they appear to have arrived there before
the nephews came here in 1922. They had then
been reinterred in the ancestral burial ground for
a brief time only; and one of the nephews testi-

fies that the only time that he ever saw the grave
was at the time of the reinterment when, of
course, it was not marked by a stone of any kind
or character. The applicant, testifying imder
date of October 14, last, stated that his father's

grave is marked hy a "slab of stone, standing iip-

right", which stone he proceeded to descrilDe as

about one fo^ot in heighth. On being later ex-

amined with reference to this "headstone", he tes-

tified that his first statement offered in that con-

nection was a mistake, as the grave which his

father occupies is not marked by a stone. This, it

will be noted, agrees with the statements of the

two nephews that Wong Fook Guey's grave is not
marked by a headstone meaning, of course, that
it was not so marked at the time they left China.
The applicant has therefore, merely disagreed
with himself; and he says (and there is no reason
for disbelieving his statement) that he was merely
mistaken. Possible he had in mind the grave of

his grandfather when he referred to the small
stone, or "slab", in his first testimony. He is the
only one who had the means of knowing just what
condition the father's grave is in at the present
time; and merely l^ecause he, either through care-

lessness or a lapse of memory, at first, referred to

a stone on the grave appears to be of no moment,
particularly since, as he must well have knowm,
he could have left the matter rest as originally

stated by him without any fear that his statement
would be challenged by anyone.

The foregoing covers all of the "discrepancies"
and other objections which the board of special

inquiry, per its chairman. Inspector Wurm, has
urged against the applicant who, if he was a son
of Wong Fook Guey, is entitled to admission as a
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citizen under the terms of Section 1993 Revised
Statutes. As his father, who would be his best wit-

ness, is not here to testify, the case, quite natural-
ly, is not as strong as the applicant would like to

have it be. That, however, is his misfortune, and
not his fault. By referring to the old exhibit rec-

ords it is to be noted that a son of Wong Fook
Guey by the name of this applicant, as well as the

approximate age claimed for him, has been fre-

quently alluded to in the past in connection with
the cases of the brothers, as well the cases of the

two nephews of the applicant who have testified

in his behalf—Wong Kie Pon and Wong Kie Ock.

Wong Fook Guey himself does not appear to have
had occasion to testify with reference to the mem-
bers of his family between the time of the birth

of this applicant and his own demise. For the

applicant, that is merely another misfortune.

Conclusion.

As the applicant has established an affirmative

and adequately strong case of birth abroad to a
father who, at the time of such birth, was a
citizen of the United States by reason of having
been born here, I have respectfully to move that

his appeal be Hustaiimd and his admission directed.

(Sgd.) Roger O'Donnell,
Attorney for Appellant.

Atty's copy of testimony attached.

The Secretary of Labor sustained the excluding deci-

sion and the petition for habeas corpus was filed in the

lower court. This was demurred to by the Government

(T. R. p. 11), and the demurrer was sustained by

Judge St. Sure. (T. R. pp. 12 and 13.) From that

order this appeal is taken. The lower court has trans-

mitted to the clerk of this court all of the immigration

records which were filed before the lower court at the

time of the hearing. (T. R. p. 12.)
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POINTS INVOLVED,

First. The action of the lower court has sustained

the immigration authorities, notwithstanding the sub-

mission of evidence of so conclusive a kind and char-

acter that to refuse to be guided thereby is an official

abuse of discretion and the hearing accorded him was

manifestly unfair.

Second. The lower court has sustained the immigra-

tion authorities notwithstanding that their adverse

action is absolutely without supporting evidence to

sustain it.

CONSOLIDATED ARGUMENT.

The appellant's father, Wong Fook Gluey, died in

Sacramento in this state in the year 1920. His estate

is in the course of being probated. The appellant's

two brothers have each to receive their distributive

portions thereof. This is mentioned in the order al-

lowing the appeal and released on bond. (T. R. pp.

18 and 19.) The matter was called to the attention of

this court, in an ex pibrte application for bail before

Judges Rudkin, Dietrich and Hunt (T. R. pp. 22 and

23), on the first day of October, 1928. The application

was thereafter made so that the detained could go to

Sacramento and obtain his distributive portion of his

father's estate. He was ordered so released by the

court for the period of one week. He went to Sacra-

ment as announced to the court by myself and obtained

his portion thereof, after which the court made its

order that the appellant might remain at large until

the determination of his case in this comitry. (T. R.
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pp. 23 and 24.) The appellant had no difficulty in

convincing the administrative authorities that he was

the son of Wong Fook Guey and as such entitled to

the portion of his estate. From a portion of his patri-

mony so received this appellant is enabled to prosecute

his appeal in this court ; in other words he spends that

which he received from his father to have sustained the

fact that he is what he claims to be, that is the son of

Wong Fook Guey, before the immigration authorities

of the United States, from whom he derives his citizen-

ship. The sitiiafioa presents quite a paradox.

The actual bias exhibited by the chairman of the

Board of Special Inquiry is so apparent that it pro-

trudes all through the record. The Tenyo Maru ar-

rived at San Fi^'^ncisco July 8, 1927. The case was

shortly afterwards given to me and I filed my appear-

ance as his attorney, and on July 28, 1927, appears a

letter to the Commissioner of Immigration at Angel

Island as follows:

'Muly 26th, 1927.
Hon. John D. Nagle,
Commissioner of Immigration,
Angel Island Immigration Station,

San Francisco, California.

Re: Wong Lim, son of native,

4 -21 ex SS Tenyo Maru, July 8, 1927.

My Dear Sir

:

I hand you herewith copy of papers as pre-
sented by the applicant. The records essential to

a hearing are as follows

:

P. L. Brother, Wong Quan, ex SS Mongolia,
June 1st, 1915.

P. L. Brother, Wong Chue, ex SS Pres. Taft,

Nov. 6, 1922.

The brother Wong Quan is going to leave for

Chicago in a few days so I would like as early a
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setting" as possible. The two brothers can go to

Angel Island together.

This will constitute all of the available evidence.

Respectfully,

(Sg-d.) Geo. A. McCtowan,
Attorney for Applicant."

This case was not set for hearing imtil some con-

siderable time thereafter when the two prior landed

brothers went to Angel Island to testify for this ap-

plicant. The department knew at that time that one of

these brothers, Wong Quan was held here from re-

turning to his home near Chicago, as is evidence by

the above quoted letter. The tw^o brothers went there

and were examined and in so far as they knew the case

was ended with them having testified. Shortly after

that a letter w^as sent to me on August 22nd, calling

for the appearance of the applicant's two alleged

nephews, Wong Kie Pon and Wong Kay Ock and also

a certified copy of the death certificate covering the

applicant's father. These affidavits were afterwards

secured and sent to Angel Island by a letter from my
office dated August 25, 1927. I will state that we are

required to state, when submitting any affida^dts that

that will constitute all of the evidence capable of pro-

duction, and those expressions are used in both of my
letters. Nowhere in any of these letters w^as any men-

tion or suggestion made that the former witnesses were

again desired at Angel Island. In point of fact I do

not believe that, had inspector in charge, Jones, been

at Angel Island when these witnesses went there for

examination that they would have ever been called for,

but owing to his absence and the presence of Inspector

Kuckheim in his place the demand was made that they
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be brought back here to testify. This inspector knew

that the witnesses were non-residents and had time for

the completion of their examination while there the

first time and should have done so then. Of course the

witnesses were going- to their places of residence and

it was quite natural for them to do so. We brought

the two nephews here, one from the state of Illinois,

and the other from the southern extreme of the state

of California, to testify. Eventually they examined

the nephews here at Angel Island and after that desir-

ing to examine the brothers again they did so, examin-

ing one brother back in the state of Illinois, and the

other one in the southern portion of this state. This

question of mental attitude of many of these different

inspectors at Angel Island certainly merits and should

receive judicial condemnation. All the applicant ever

wanted was a fair trial. It is earnestly submitted that

that has not been accorded him.

I want to call the attention of your honors to some

recent cases decided by Judge Dooling in the lower

court. In the case of Lee Dung Moo, 230 Fed. 546,

wherein Judge Dooling held

:

"It is manifest from the foregoing quotations,

and indeed has also appeared from records sub-
mitted here in other cases, that the Immigration
Bureau looks upon this statute, in so far as it may
be applicable to persons of the Chinese race, ^Aih
an unfriendly eye. The absolute citizenship there-

in provided for, and the rights pertaining to such
citizenship, are regarded as 'at best only tech-

nical', while to the plain language of the statute

is added by construction the provision that it does
not apply, unless the foreign-born child of the

American citizen shall leam the English language
and come to the United States before he is 25
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years of age. T conceive it to be the duty of

executive as well as of judicial officers fairly and
freely to administer the laws of congress as they

find them, whether they agree with the policy or

purpose of such laws or not. In the instant case

the very law which would entitle the applicant to

admission into this country is regarded with such
hostility as to be cast into the balance against

him. If applicant is the son of a resident Ameri-
can citizen, he, too, is a citizen, and entitled to

every right as such. The question of relationship

should therefore be fairly investigated, with a

view to ascertain the tiTith, and with a perfect

willingness to admit him as a citizen under this

law, instead of being investigated in a spirit

hostile to the law, which, lacking the power to

repeal, accomplished the same result by denying
to it effect. When one's right as a citizen is

examined in that sj^irit, the hearing given him
appears to me to be anything but fair.

The demurrer will therefore be overruled, and
the writ praved for will issue, returnable Febru-
ary 19, 1916,'at 10 o'clock, a. m."

Again in the case of Tom Toy Tin, another decision

by Judge Dooling, 230 Fed. 748, which is as follows

:

''The view that the citizenship of a person of

the Chinese race, who, though born in China, is

the son of a natiAT-bom American citizen, is a
'technical' instead of a real one, seems to have
originated in the Bureau at Washington, and to

have drifted downwards through the service until

it has inoculated the examining inspectors, so that

the apparent purpose of their examinations is,

not to ascertain the truth, but to exclude all

Chinese w^ho, claiming to be citizens by virtue of

the citizenship of their fathers, have failed to

come to this country during their minority. That
the immigration officers have the sole power to

pass upon the facts after a fair hearing is not

disputed, and has never been disputed, by this
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court. But the court has several times held in

recent cases that a fair hearing is not accorded
when the examination, as to relationship, is had
in a spirit hostile to that law which provided that

:

'All children heretofore born or hereafter bom
out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United
States, whose fathers may be at the time of their

birth citizens thereof, are declared to be citizens

of the United States'.

And whei'e the record itself discloses the fact

that the evidence is weighed in that spirit of
hostility to the plain provisions of the statute the
court is driven to the conclusion that the hearing
was unfair.*******
Upon the whole record the court is of the opin-

ion that applicant's right to enter was not in-

quired into in that spirit described by Judge
Morton in the following terms:

'The essential thing is that there shall have
been an honest effort to arrive at the truth by
methods sufficiently fair and reasonable to amount
to due TDrocess of law'. Chin hoy Yoti (D. C),
223 Fed^. 833.

The demurrer will therefore l^e overruled, and
the writ will issue as prayed for, returnable on
Feb. 19, 1916, at 10 o'clock a. m."

The Department of I^abor did not appeal from any

of Judge Dooling's decisions, notwithstanding the

severity of his strictures. They referred the matter to

the Attorney General, where the Department of Labor

lost out. The Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit,

however, in the case of Qiian Iling Sun, et al. v. White,

254 Fed. 402, in a decision written by Judge Morrow,

referred to Judge Dooling's decisions as follows:

"We are of the opinion that in such an inquiry
it should distinctly appear that the department
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was not influenced in its decision by considerations

not authorized bv law. The decisions of Judge
Dooling in Ex parte Wong Foo (D. C), 230 Fed.
534; Ex parte Leong Wah Jam (D. C), 230 Fed.
540; Ex parte Ng Doo Wong (D. C), 230 Fed.
751; Ex parte Lee Dung Moo (D. C), 230 Fed.
746, and Ex parte Tom toy Tin (D. C), 230 Fed.
747, we think state a rule of caution applicable in

all fairness to such a case. The judge said (Ex
parte Wong Foo, supra) :

^The inquiry of the Immigration Department
should be directed, of course, in good faith to the

ascertainment of that fact (that the applicant is

the son of an American citizen). The burden of

proving such a relationship is entirely upon the

applicant, but that burden should not be increased

by throwing extraneous matters into the scale

against him'.

We are also of the opinion that there is but one

procedure applicable to such an inquiry, and that

is the procedure provided by the immigration

statute. Ui3on the record in this case we do not

think appellant had such a fair hearing before

the immigration department as the law provides."

For examples where this court has intervened you

are referred to the case of Woo Ho>o v. White, 243

Fed. 541; also to the case of Chmi Sing v. Nagle, 22

Fed. (2d) 673; also Go Lun v. NagU, 22 Fed. (2d)

246 and TJ. S. v. Brough, 22 Fed. (2d) 926; Johnson

V. Ng Ling Fong, 17 Fed. (2d) 11 and 12; Johnson v.

Damon, 16 Fed. (2d) Qb. You are also referred to the

case of Whitfield Hanges, 222 Fed. 745, and also In re

Chitng They Poy, 13 Fed. (2d) 262. As to the neces-

sity of a fair hearing for the applicant you are re-

ferred to the case of Ktvock Jan Fat v. White, 253 U.
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S. 454; 40 S. C. 566; 64 L. Ed. 1010, particularly where

the court held as follows :

"The acts of congress give great power to the
Seci'etary of Labor over Chiner^e immigrants and
persons of Chinese descent. It is a power to be
administered, not arbitrarily and secretly, but
fairly and openly, under the restraints of the
tradition and principles of free government ap-
plicable where the fundamental rights of men are
involved, regardless of their origin or race. It

is the province of the courts, in proceedings for
review, within the limits amply defined in the
cases cited, to prevent abuse of this extraordinary
power, and this is possibk^ only when a full record
is preserved of the essentials on which the exec-

utive officers proceed to judgment. For failure

to preserve such a record for the information, not
less of the Commissioner of InunigTation and of

the Secretary of Lal>or than for the courts, the

judgment in this case must be reversed. It is bet-

ter that many Chinese immigrants should be im-

properly admitted than that one natural bom
citizen of the United States should be permanently
excluded from his country.

*465

*The practice indicated in Chin Yow v. United
States, 208 U. S. 8, 28 Sup. Ct. 201, 52 L. Ed. 369,

is approved and adopted, the judgment of the Cir-

cuit (V^urt of Appeals is reversed, and the cause

is remanded to the District Court for trial of the

merits.

Judgment reversed

.

Writ of habeas corpus to issue."

We should call attention primarily to the decision

of this court in the case of Go Lun v. Nagle, fmpra,

22 Fed. (2d) 246, wherein it was held:

"We may say at the outstart that discrepancies
in testimony, even as to collateral and immigra-
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tion matters, may be such as to raise a doubt as

to the credibility of the witnesses and warrant ex-

clusion; but this carniot be said of every dis-

crepancy that may arise. We do not observe the

same things, or recall them in the same way, and

an American citizen cannot be excluded, or denied

the right of entry, because of immaterial and un-

impoi'tant discrepancies in testimony covering a

multitude of subjects. The purpose of the hear-

ing is to inquire into the citizenship of the appli-

cant, not to develop discrepancies which may sup-

port an order of exclusion, regardless of the ques-

tion of citizenship."

Attention is also directed to the case of Nagle v.

Dong Ming, 26 Fed. (2d) 438, wherein this court held:

a* * * ^^^ upon analysis it is found that all

discrepancies relied upon by the government ex-

cept in one or two instances, relate to chronology,

a subject with respect to which we knew the hu-

man mind is frail, particularly w^here, as here, a

period of 25 to 40 years has elapsed. And the

specific discrepancies pointed out are not of such

character as to be unreasonable. We have no dis-

position to depart from or modify the rules fol-

low^ed in such cases as Jeung Bock Hong v. White,
258 Fed. 23; Siu Say v. Nagle, 295 Fed. 676, and
Fong Quong Hay v. Nagle, 17 Fed. (2d) 231,

where the right of the ad.ministrative officers to

inquire into collateral matters for the purpose of

testing credibility and the strict limitation on the

power of the courts to interfere, are recogiiized.

But it must be borne in mind that mere discrep-

ancy does not necessarily discredit testimony. It

is sometimes urged upon us that the testimony

is impeached by its discrepancies, and sometimes
by its complete accord. Both propositions are

valid. But to be so and to escape the charge of

inconsistency, they must be understood in the

light of the reason upon which they rest, and
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applied only within the range of such reason;

otherwise all testimony would be self-impeaching."

Attention is also directed to the case of Nagle v.

Wong Ngook Hong, et at., 27 Fed. Rep. (2d) 650, and

also to the decision of Mason i'. Tillinghast, 27 Fed.

(2d) 580; citing particularly the case of Go Lwn v.

Nagle, supra, and also Tisi v. Todd, 264 U. S. 131

;

particular reference is also made to the case of Lew
Sun Soon v. Tillinghast, 27 Fed. (2d) 775, it being

an interesting decision by Judge Morton of Boston.

See also the case of Fong Tan Jew v. Tillinghast, 24

Fed. (2d) 632, wherein the court held as follows:

"This record shows, as a whole, failure to exer-

cise their great power 'under the restraints of the
traditions and principles of free government ap-
plicable \vhere the fundamental rights of men are
involved, regardless of their origin or race'.

Kwock Jan Fat v. White, 253 U. S. 454, 464; 40
8. Ct. 566, 570 (60 L. Ed. 1010). The conclusion
was a fiat—not a finding grounded on substantial

evidence, or upon material discrepancies. Chin
Yow V. United States, 208 U. S. 8; 28 S. Ct. 201;
52 L. Ed. 369; Go Lun v. Nagle (C. C. A.), 22
Fed. (2d) 246; United States ex rel. Laong Ding

^ v. Brough (C. (\ A.), 22 Fed. (2d) 926; Wliitfield

V. Hanges (C. C. A.), 222 Fed. 745; In re Chung
They Poy (D. C), 13 Fed. (2d) 262.

The result is that, under the rule laid down in

Chin Yow v. United States, 208 U. S. 8, 12; 28
S. Ct. 201 ; 52 L. Ed. 369, the case must stand for
trial on the merits in the court below.

The decree of the District Court is reversed,

and the case is remanded to that court for further
proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion."
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By the citation of so large a number of cases where-

in the immigration authorities have been held to have

abused the discretion vested in them it is hoped that

precedence will be found for such action in this present

case. The Board of Special Inquiry sitting in this case

did not take up the examination of this case with an

open mind and with a freeness and willingness to land

the applicant if he proved his claimed relationship.

They simply set to work to try and develop discrep-

ancies upon which to deny the applicant a landing.

Having brought these two uncles half way across the

continent to testify and then having brought the two

cousins across the continent to testify they then start

to fold fault and call for the uncles to come back here

again to testify. They were here before the immigra-

tion authorities and gave their testimony and when

they were here and present for examination they

should have been thoroughly examined as to every

possible thing in their case. The calling for these two

cousins to be presented as witnesses was simply in the

hope that if they were presented some discrepancy

would be developed.

We respectfully submit that such methods of ex-

amination should be stopped and when a boy has

proven the existence of his relationship he should not

be required to go any further. This boy, through the

indulgence of this court, has been permitted to receive

his distributive share of his father's estate, and we

submit this case firm in the opinion that this court will

decree that the immigration authorities have mani-

festly abused the discretion vested in them, and that
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the hearing accorded has been unfair and that the

a];)plicant should be discharged from custody.

Dated, San Francisco,

October 27, 1928.

Respectfully submitted,

George A. McGowan,
Attorney for A ppellmit.




